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Abstract: As more and more robots enter our social world,
there is a strong need for further field studies of human-
robot interaction. Based on a two-year ethnographic study
of the implementation of a South Korean socially assistive
robot in Danish elderly care, this paper argues that em-
pirical and ethnographic studies will enhance the under-
standing of the adaptation of robots in real-life settings.
Furthermore, the paper emphasizes how users and the
context of use matters to this adaptation, as it is shown
that roboticists are unable to control how their designs are
implemented and how the sociality of social robots is in-
scribed by its users in practice.
This paper can be seen as a contribution to long-term stud-
ies of HRI. It presents the challenges of robot adaptation
in practice and discusses the limitations of the present
conceptual understanding of human-robot relations. The
ethnographic data presented herein encourage a move
away from static and linear descriptions of the implemen-
tation process toward more contextual and relational ac-
counts of HRI.
Keywords: human-robot interaction, social robots, long-
term interaction, robots in the wild
1 Introduction
Elderly care is seen as a field of ‘special interest’ [1] within
social robotics. As the population ages and a lack of
caregivers are expected [2], social robots are increasingly
viewed as technological fixes to demographic and age-
related challenges, e.g. loneliness and cognitive impair-
ments [3, 4]. Social robots have already entered elderly
care facilities in various countries [5–10] and the adoption
of various social robots is expected to continue [11, 12]. As
these robots emerge in society, it becomes an even more
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urgent task to relate to effects of robots designed for so-
cial interaction, to critically consider citizens’ perception
of robotics, and to be able to assess how robots meet the
desires and expectations of their users.
Understanding how social robots are adapted into
practice in various use contexts will yield crucial insights
of robot applicability in general. It will raise important de-
sign and policy questions [13] and assist addressing eth-
ical questions to lessen the unforeseen consequences of
emerging robots [14]. The author agrees with de Graaf, Ben
Allouch, and van Dijk [15] that the scope of investigation
has to move outside of the design laboratory and beyond
the short-term studies of HRI in order to study effects of the
presence of social robots and account for more than nov-
elty and exposure effects. This research agenda calls for
long-term studies of HRI and ethnographical encounters
with robots in the wild [16].
To contribute to the still scarce [17], yet much re-
quested, long-term studies of HRI [15, 18–24], the author
has conducted an ethnographic study of the socially assis-
tive robot Silbot’s transfer from South Korea to Denmark
and Finland in 2011 and the following adaptation there.
An updated version of Silbot is still used in Danish el-
derly care, but this paper argues that the robot’s adapta-
tion and usage in practice has only recently been normal-
ized [25] as the robot’s use has become somewhat stabi-
lized. The author considers this paper an occasion to elab-
orate present theories about human-robotic interactions,
the models used to describe adaptation of robots in prac-
tice and to assess the value of ethnography to the under-
standing of HRI.
2 Defining a socially assistive robot
Roboticists Dautenhahn and Billard define a social robot
as a robot able to ‘engage in social interactions’ [26]. Hu-
mans can interact with these robot as they would with any
other ‘socially responsive creatures’ [27]. Such robots are
designed ‘to produce effects of sociality and agency’ [28]
and function as believable interaction partners [29]. They
adhere to rules of expectable social behavior [15, 30], and
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are constructed to operate as humans and in some cases
even as human surrogates [31]. Fong et al. call robots like
these socially interactive [20] stressing the social interac-
tion as a primary function, albeit applied to various pur-
poses.
Socially assistive robots can be understood as a sub-
category. Their specific function is to help their users [2, 12]
through social interaction and they are produced to “cre-
ate close and effective interaction with a human user for
the purpose of giving assistance and achieving measur-
able progress in convalescence, rehabilitation, learning
etc.” [32].
2.1 Robots as social agents
To comprehend the sociality of social robots it seems
necessary to point out that these technologies are “en-
veloped by human practices” [33] and the author ques-
tions whether these robots can be understood outside of
social practices [5]. As Giddens [34], the author considers
the “domain of the study of social sciences” to be “social
practices ordered across time and space”. Like other so-
cial scientists, the author regards technologies, such as so-
cial robots, as elements in social practices carried out by
humans [35, 36]. In other words, social robots are ‘noth-
ing’ unless integrated into social practices [37] and to have
“effects” these machines must be used by humans [36].
As other technologies social robots display nonhuman
agency [33], but their actions are only visible to the social
scientist or ethnographer, once the robots are allowed to
function as material elements in real-life practices.
According to Alač, it makes good sense to study robots
ethnographically [28] and as part of social practices [28,
38–40]. Not to establish what a robot is, but to explore
“how its status is done in practice.” [28]. Alač has studied
how human users interact with and make robots “become
alive” [38]. She argues that even though a social robot is
specifically engineered to generate impressions of life and
responsiveness its sociality cannot be understood as an in-
trinsic value alone. Rather, it is dependent on human in-
teractions in social practices where users “enact the social
character of the machine.” [39]. In a series of participant
observations, Alač and her colleagues have observed how
adults and toddlers engage with a social robot in a labo-
ratory setting i.e. how the adults’ enactments of the social
robot as an intentional being further the toddler’s inter-
est in interacting with the robot. When these adults speak
to and via the robot they “imbue the technology with its
social character.” [28]. Alač argues that the social robot
needs such “interactional support” or interactional main-
tenance to function as a social agent, without it the tod-
dlers lost their interest in engaging with the robot [40]. It
is important to emphasize that Alač’s ethnographic stud-
ies of HRI were done in more or less controlled laboratory
settings. She speculates about what happens when the so-
cial robotsmove out of the laboratory to interactwith users
distant from their designers [39]. Hopefully, this article can
enlighten this speculation andwill be considered a contri-
bution to the still few studies of HRI outside the laboratory
and in everyday practices [16].
2.2 A robotic brain fitness instructor
The SouthKoreanRobot Silbot, designed by theKorean In-
stitute of Technology (KIST) in 2010, can be characterized
as a socially assistive robot [12]. Silbot-2 was shaped like
an egg resting on top of three wheels and had the height
of a six-year-old child (approximately 41,4 inches). The 66
lb. robot had a friendly looking, cartoon-like robotic face
capable of real-time facial expressions. During the inter-
action the robot would unfold its two arms, and flap its
penguin-like flippers, and its voice would sound from the
two inbuilt speakers above its waistline. The robot was re-
programmed froma tele-operatedEnglish teacher inSouth
Korean elementary schools [7, 41] to a facilitator of cogni-
tive exercises to elderly citizens with the purpose of pre-
venting or halting age-related illnesses such as dementia.
The latter use case was presented to Danish and Finnish
health care representatives at separate occasions. Silbot
was tested in the Finnish capital, Helsinki, and the Dan-
ish city of Aarhus between the fall of 2011 and early 2012.
Apart from the socially assistive robots Silbot and Mero (a
talking head with a moveable neck), the concept of “Brain
Fitness with Elder Care Robots” included 16 digital cogni-
tive games e.g. a calculation game, a tile-matching puzzle
game, Bingo, a sing-along session, and a game where the
participants had to memorize a route taken by Silbot on a
checkered floor in order to walk it themselves. In a regular
Brain Fitness session the participants would usually play
two or three of cognitive games selected by the game in-
structor beforehand. One session would ordinarily last 90
minutes with a short break after the first 45 minutes.
The elderly citizens played the games and interacted
with the robots using Samsung touchscreen tablets, while
Silbot functioned as a quiz master, explaining the game
rules, cheering up and hurrying the elderly participants.
During the game sessions the citizens would be seated be-
hind small tables in a semi-circle or straight line facing Sil-
bot. The robot would move around on a checkered floor in
the middle of the room, while Mero would be positioned
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on a podium behind it. At the far end of the room a flat
screen would display either the game instructions or the
animated games being played. The robot system operator
would be seated behind a PC next to Mero and the flat
screen, while the human game instructor (in the Danish
case an occupational therapist) would walk around the
room to elaborate the game instructions or help the elderly
citizens with using their tablets.
The Danish and Finnish Pilot tests were concluded
with different results. In Helsinki, the project team consid-
ered the robots unnecessary, underdeveloped and too ex-
pensive and the collaboration with KIST ended after the
pilot project was concluded. This paper will not go into
further details about the Finnish pilot project, as the au-
thor havewritten about it elsewhere [5, 42]. InDenmark the
Municipality of Aarhus bought three exemplars of Silbot
(Mero was taken out of operation due to technical prob-
lems) and promoted the Brain Fitness classes for elderly
citizens. In 2012 Silbot-2was replaced inAarhuswith anew
version constructed as a response to various shortcomings
and requirement specifications stated by its Danish opera-
tors. This version, Silbot-3,was distinctly different from the
first version. With the height of 45,20 inches it was shaped
like an hour-glass-like torso mounted on a mobile plat-
form. A small flat screen revealed a pensive, friendly Cau-
casian female face above the flexible neck. The penguin-
like flippers were replaced by two movable arms with flex-
ible joints and its 46 lb. weight gave a slightly slimmer and
taller impression as compared to its predecessor. Silbot-3 is
still used; as elderly citizens of various ages and with var-
ious types of dementia participate Brain Fitness classes in
Aarhus on a weekly basis.
3 Methods
I have conducted ethnographic fieldwork in bothDenmark
and Finland to explore user experiences with adapting Sil-
bot into practice. In Helsinki, I visited the original test bed
in late January 2016 and interviewed six relevant stake-
holders of the original pilot project. In Aarhus, I have con-
ducted 13 interviews in 2016-2017 with seven stakehold-
ers from the original pilot project 2011-2012 and some of
them are still involved in operation of Silbot. I have been a
participant observer [43, 44] at various Brain Fitness ses-
sions throughout the years 2015-2016. Besides from this I
have collected andanalyzed variousdocuments in relation
to Brain Fitness. As other authors have argued [43, 44], I
find that none of the methods mentioned above can stand
alone or make up for an ethnographic approach to e.g.
human-robot interaction, as no singular method can “re-
veal all relevant features of empirical reality”, whereas dif-
ferent methods will reveal various aspects of empirical re-
ality [45]. I will describe my methods in the following sec-
tions.
3.1 Participant observation
I have observed the training of future game instructors and
system operators on three separate occasions. When I en-
tered the field, the game instructors also had to operate the
robotic system themselves, besides from taking care of el-
derly citizens. In the pilot tests in Denmark and Finland
2011-2012 the system was operated by Korean engineers
from KIST. The training sessions of future game instruc-
tors were organized by the Municipality of Aarhus and in-
troduced the aspiring game instructors to Brain Fitness
by allowing them to play the cognitive games and discuss
the health benefits, pedagogy and game strategies with
the former game instructors, responsible for Brain Fitness
from 2011-2015. I followed and observed how these game
instructors interacted and worked with Silbot in three reg-
ular game sessions, where elderly participants played the
cognitive games. On other occasions I observed how Sil-
bot was presented and demonstrated to stakeholders from
other departments of theMunicipality of Aarhus aswell as
external interested parties. These demonstration sessions
would typically proceed as the regular game sessions with
senior citizens, i.e. the interested partieswould participate
in Brain Fitness by playing two or three of the cognitive
games followed by a discussion of the benefits of Brain Fit-
ness with the game instructor.
As a participant observer [43] I was present at the
Brain Fitness sessions mentioned above. Usually, I would
be seated among the participants behind one of the tables
at the far end of the room. From this position I observed
the ongoing interaction with the robot, wrote down ‘situ-
ated vocabularies’ [44], took field notes, occasionally drew
quick sketches of the robot, took photos, or recorded its
movements. On one occasion, in one of the training ses-
sions for future operators, I participated in the Brain Fit-
ness session and played alongwith these soon-to-be game
instructors. I discovered myself having difficulties and be-
ing frustrated with remembering the values in a calcula-
tion game while being far better at solving a 16-piece puz-
zle within the pre-set time frame. As Davies [43], I have
found participant observations have enabled open discus-
sions with people in the field and helped me identify key
informants. They have provided a sound basis for qualita-
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tive interviews to follow up on the insights generated from
during fieldwork.
3.2 Qualitative interviews
The qualitative interviews in Finland and Denmark were
conducted as semi-structured interviews following an in-
terview guide [46] with pre-formulated questions andwith
the flexibility to generate new questions during the in-
terviews. All interviews were recorded and transcribed –
apart from three unstructured interviews in Denmark in
the beginning of 2015 with the project managers. These
interviews provided background information before the
fieldworkwas conducted. The interviewees inFinland con-
sisted of the former game instructor, the director of the el-
derly care center where the pilot test was conducted, the
former head of elderly care services in the Municipality of
Helsinki, the former project manager, a project teammem-
ber, and themanaging director of the Finnish company re-
sponsible for conducting the pilot test. In Denmark I in-
terviewed the first Danish game instructor, three members
of the initial project team, the current project leader, an
external partner in the original pilot test, and the present
Danish game instructor. Some of the Danish interviewees
have been interviewedmore than once in the study period.
These interviews have allowed the interviewees to elab-
orate upon statements made in various documents and
evaluation reports I have obtained as part of my research.
The Finnish interviewees discussed whether they consid-
ered their pilot test a success or failure and the adaptabil-
ity of Silbot to a Finnish elderly care context among other
topics. TheDanish interviewees have responded to various
topics, incl. the original setup of the pilot test, the ongoing
collaboration with the Korean stakeholders, the various
versions of Silbot, and their pedagogical approach to and
changes to Brain Fitness, etc. The interviews have allowed
the interviewees to clarify what can be read ‘between the
lines’ in evaluation reports and project plans, but also to
position themselves in relation to the robot and accentu-
ate their own role and responsibility in relation to Brain
Fitness as a practice.
3.3 Document analysis
In addition to qualitative interviews and participant ob-
servation, I have read various documents about the pi-
lot projects (including project contracts, evaluation re-
ports, journal entries made by the first Danish game in-
structor, a requirement specification report and various
press releases) many of these documents were formulated
in collaboration with KIST. These written materials have
provided valuable insights into the negotiations, person-
nel, and dynamics behind the Brain Fitness setup. I agree
with social scientists Atkinson and Coffey that documents
should be considered “data in their own right.” [47]
3.4 Doing ethnography
According to Bruun, Hanghøj, and Hasse [16] providing
“hard-and-fasts descriptions” of ethnographic methodol-
ogy seems challenging as ethnographic data-gathering
methods are flexible and adaptive to the real-life settings
they are designed to investigate. The ethnographer knows
that real-life settings under study, i.e. the object of ethnog-
raphy is emergent [48] and that this requiresmethodologi-
cal adaptability. At first sight, fieldwork might appear as
just being about “chatting with people” and ethnogra-
phy as something anyone can dowithout particular exper-
tise [49]. However, doing ethnography requires substantial
analytical skills as the ethnographer must be able to “un-
derstand and analyzewhat people say” [49] andmean [16].
This must be followed up by observations as the ethnogra-
pher realizes that in order to know what people do asking
them is not enough. What people do in real-life settings
might not be consistent with what people say they do [49].
People tend to overlook certain aspects of their real work,
e.g. Forsythe [49] found that technical people display a
tendency to ‘delete’ social and communicative work when
asked to reflect upon their own work processes. Ethnogra-
phy, and participant observation in particular, can make
these invisible actions of people visible.
Participating in the real-life settings under study can
be considered a “distinct (anthropological) avenue to-
wards understanding” [48]. In other words, doing ethnog-
raphy is about learning and enabling ethnographers to
become a co-constructors of their own data [43] through
their embodied participation in the empirical field. Ethno-
graphers acknowledge their presence, their situatedness,
their perspective, and that the facts they establish depend
on their social relations [48]. Yet, with the willingness to
learn from their informants they can “identify and prob-
lematize things that insiders take for granted” [49] and al-
low the ethnographer to document the “complex reality of
social and material life” [16]. Analyzing what matters to
people endows the ethnographer with a pronounced sen-
sitivity towards humans and materiality [50].
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4 Findings
When the Korean robots arrived in Aarhus in 2011 they
were less developed than the Danish stakeholders ex-
pected. Interviews with the first Danish game instructor
and other stakeholders in the pilot project give the impres-
sion of a fragile robotic system that needed a lot of onsite
tuning to perform Brain Fitness. Only 8 of the 16 cognitive
games functioned. Still, the games and the robots as pre-
sented by the Koreans were plagued by recurrent techni-
cal problems. Onsite debugging proved a time-consuming
task as the system feedback were deemed insufficient by
the Danes, who had to stay in constant contact with the
developers in South Korea throughout the test period. The
following sectionswill present some of the insights gained
throughmyethnographic study andhopefullywill give the
reader an idea about discoveries made possible by ethno-
graphic data-gathering methods.
4.1 Hardware problems
The built-in sensors in Silbot (as well as the motion sen-
sor used by the system to track player movements) proved
highly sensitive to bright and direct sunlight. This caused
Silbot to lose its directional input andmade the robot drive
off its checkered floor, meant to keep it in place, and crash
into the nearby wall or furniture more than once. During
my fieldwork at the Danish rehabilitation center I experi-
enced Silbot-3 driving off the game floor and crashing into
the table in front of me. The game instructor rushed to get
hold of the robot to prevent it from crushing me. This hap-
pened despite the fact that the present version of Silbot is
equipped with several built-in sensors to avoid collisions.
During power-up Silbot has to calibrate in order to locate
its position on the checkered floor. However, this phase
sometimes goes critically wrong and leaves the robot un-
responsive and unable to move inside the squares. Once,
I had to help the game instructor move the entire check-
ered floor as she estimated that this would be easier than
re-calibrating the robot.
In one of the games where the players can catch an-
imated moneybags displayed on the flat screen, the mo-
tion sensor could not detect all of their movements. The
game was constructed based on the average height of Ko-
rean citizens and Danes are considerably taller. Likewise,
I observed how the tablets were prone to run out of battery
during the game sessions. They crashed or “froze” and, as
a result, the elderly citizens unable to finish the games. In
addition to these technical problems, the game instructors
have had to restart the games several times during a train-
ing session as the players could not interact with the sys-
tem.
The present game instructor emphasizes that the tech-
nical problems occur only once in a while. Furthermore,
the project manager underlines how the operational reli-
ability of the robot has been considerably improved after
years of testing andmodifications. She finds that cognitive
games work and considers the robot fully functional and
ready for service without need of constant adjustments
and extensive maintenance. However, the technical fail-
ings discovered during the participant observations show
how operational reliability is something that requires con-
tinuous attention and maintenance of the robotic system
by the Danish stakeholders. The recurrent tuning needed
to keep Silbot running is observable and accentuated by
participant observations.
4.2 Software problems
Since 2011, the software, i.e. the operating system and
the cognitive games, has been adjusted. Upon arrival in
Denmark, Silbot’s vocabulary was translated into Dan-
ish word-for-word to advance the robot’s integration into
practice. Yet, during the game sessions Silbot turned out
quite rude and insensitive to users struggling with solving
the games. It used inappropriate language, hurrying and
scolding the elderly citizens to make them complete the
cognitive games within the pre-set timeframe. Entering a
wrong answer would result in preprogrammed loud boos
making the players uncomfortable. However, the citizens
learned to accept the robot’s odd behavior as explained by
the first Danish game instructor:
“Initially, they [the elderly citizens] were startled by its
use of words, but then they started laughing at it and some-
how excused it; as it didn’t know better.”
In the present version the most critical phrases have
been removed and the competitive element of the cogni-
tive games have been de-emphasized. In spite of this re-
programming Silbot continues to use awkward phrases as
I have observed:
“Silbot: Buck up! Time is running out.”
This instruction made the game instructor excuse the
robot and its impatience. She suggested to the players that
Silbot might be tired of playing the same games over and
over again. New players still find the robot provocative at
times, and the present game instructor has explained how
she handles such awkward situations with humor tomake
them more acceptable for the players. This is a good ex-
ample of how the Danish stakeholders through their talk
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to and via Silbot imbue the robot with sociality and make
it sociably acceptable to the elderly participants of Brain
Fitness.
Silbot’s synthetic voice has proven problematic in it-
self, as many of the elderly users experience difficulties
making out what the robot says and understanding its
game instructions. I have observed several Danish game
instructors repeat the robot’s statements tomake sure that
all players had understood the rules. Still, Silbot’s pro-
nunciation confuses the players, e.g. when it pronounces
“User A” as “Use’er A” or asks if the users are “murder-
ing” (“morder” in Danish) themselves - instead of enjoy-
ing (“morer” in Danish) themselves. In one of the games,
the players are asked to memorize a story about “Keld den
Store” instead of “Karl den Store” (the Danish translation
of Charles the Great). Sometimes the users will comment
on these mispronunciations but mostly they are focused
on solving the games.
4.3 Usability problems
Apart from the hardware and software problems observed
by the author and described in depth by the informants,
the usability of the robotic system has been a recurrent
theme throughout the ethnographic fieldwork. Even small
adjustments have proven burdensome, because the Ko-
rean developers maintain that they ought to handle all
reconfigurations. Everything is hardcoded and the Silbot
operating system has no graphical user interface (GUI),
which also complicates its control and navigation. In some
of the cognitive games the pre-set timeframe remains too
short for the players to complete the games, e.g. solving a
puzzle with 16 pieces within 10 seconds. In other games it
is difficult to end the games after one or two rounds as all
three rounds have to be completed. The robot will some-
times continue to tell its story or sing its song even though
the game has been shut off. Though having been trans-
lated into Danish, the game instructions need to be ex-
plained by the game instructors in order to make sense as
pointed out by the first Danish game instructor when she
introduced Brain Fitness to future game instructors:
“I will show you how to play the game. If you just had to
read the game instructions by yourself, you would run away
screaming. They are so miserable, that it is almost impossi-
ble to work out how to play the games.”
I have observed her emphasizing how operators must
be able to explain what the games are about and assist the
players with understanding them. She stressed to future
operators:
“It [Silbot] is not pedagogical at all. You are the ones
who must be pedagogical.”
She made up for the underdeveloped games by work-
ing around the test schedule dictated by the Koreans (i.e.
letting the robots do the talking alone) as she estimated
that these instructionswould be insufficient for theDanish
citizens to play the games. By means of a blackboard she
explained the rules and benefits of the games thoroughly
and made sure that every participant understood the in-
structions before the game session began. I observed one
of the instructors working around the limited timeframe
in the games by allowing the players to continue to solve
a puzzle after the time had run out. At several instances
she repeated Silbot’s wordsmaking sure everybody under-
stood what the robot said.
The present game instructor describes how she dis-
cusses benefits of the games and explains how the players
can transfer these game-solving strategies to their every-
day lives. She considers the usability problems a recurring
challenge that spurs her to act creatively and elaborate her
understanding of being an occupational therapist.
Instructions to the games and the usability of the sys-
temhas been enhancedby theMunicipality of Aarhuswith
their formulationof a comprehensiveusermanualwithde-
tailed descriptions of every game, the cognitive benefits,
and the pedagogy to be used by the human instructors.
This manual is deemed crucial to the outcome of Brain Fit-
ness by the first game instructor.Without it “Silbot is noth-
ing except for a funny fellow” as she stresses:
“You will gain nothing from just turning on the robot.”
The project manager agrees with her and points out
that Silbot is not capable of acting on its own:
“You will always need humans around this system if it
has to make sense as well. The system is not capable of de-
livering the benefits to the world. . .”
To the author, it seems clear that the Danish game
instructors are engaged in the same type of interactional
maintenance that Alač explored in laboratory settings in
the US. The qualitative interviews do not reveal exactly
how the Danish stakeholders enact the robots, however,
observing Silbot in everyday practices and as part of the
social practice Brain Fitness renders this enactment visi-
ble. Ethnographic fieldwork thus highlights the invisible
work that the Danish stakeholders have to do to maintain
Brain Fitness as a practice.
4.4 Multiple use cases
Though Silbot has been running day-to-day in elderly care
in Aarhus since 2015, and the concept of Brain Fitness has
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been continually developed and refined since the robot ar-
rived in Denmark in 2011, its function and use are continu-
ally evaluated and only somewhat stabilized. The ethno-
graphic observations and interviews reveal that project
members keep coming upwith new test scenarios and reg-
ularly consider new use cases. The robot’s effects have
been tested on citizens with mental disorders. A new test
will study whether the use of Silbot and the participa-
tion in Brain Fitness can reduce social isolation among
disabled citizens. In the interviews, the stakeholders in
Aarhus spoke about their ideas for the future use of Silbot
and the need for developing new cognitive games target-
ing different population groups with various challenges.
Ever since theMunicipality ofAarhusbought the copyright
to the cognitive games and robot a recurrent theme has
been the possibility of selling Silbot in Denmark and the
rest of Europe. Yet, this scenario has been somewhat ob-
structed as themunicipality cannot lawfully sell any prod-
ucts (except knowledge and know-how). No private com-
pany has been willing to sign a seller’s contract with the
municipality, though several companies have shown inter-
est in the concept of Brain Fitness. The ongoing construc-
tive collaboration with the Korean developers RoboCare
and KIST has slowed down since 2016, and the stakehold-
ers in Aarhus do not know whether the Koreans would be
willing to provide full technical support for Silbot in the
future. In Aarhus, this support is deemed crucial for the
continued use of Silbot.
5 Discussion
Aside from furthering in-depth explorations of human-
robot interaction and conveying how users anthropomor-
phize robots in practice, which however, will not be elab-
orated herein, ethnographic long-term studies of HRI al-
low for more elaborate understandings of how robots are
accepted, adapted, and enacted in practice. It affirms so-
ciety (or the context of usage) as an active shaper rather
than a “passive receptor” of robots [51], reveals users
as co-constructors in situ [7, 39, 42], and acknowledges
robots as agents mediating changes in their natural envi-
ronments [12, 24]. Such insights can be difficult to derive
from controlled environment studies or short-term explo-
rations of human-robotic interaction. I will discuss and
clarify how insights from ethnography, such as the ones
mentioned above, can benefit future HRI-research.
5.1 Sociality inscribed by users
De Graaf, Ben Allouch, and van Dijk argues that “roboti-
cists need to acknowledge that social robots are essen-
tially not social per se. Social robots are machines pro-
grammed in such a way that their behavior is perceived by
humans as social, which, in turn, evokes social responses
from human users. In other words, the robot’s sociability
is shaped in the mind of the user.” [15]. Other studies like-
wise stress how the sociality of social robots is constructed
in social practices [2, 28, 40, 52]. The ethnographic field-
work presented in this paper supports these findings. The
various observations and interviews reveal the robot’s so-
ciality and social acceptability as dependent on the ac-
tions of its human operators. They have the ability to ex-
plain and excuse the robot’s sometimes odd behavior to
the users, compensate when the robot seems ill-adjusted
in practice, and improvise when the robot does not re-
spond as expected [8]. In the case of Silbot the lack of
a clearly defined use case spurred the end-users, i.e. the
Municipality of Aarhus, to reconsider the vaguely defined
Brain Fitness-concept developed in Korea, further refine it
and establish a social practice, where Silbot functions as a
material element. In other words, the stakeholders had to
make sense of the robot in their everyday practices. Their
continuous exploration of possible uses keeps the robot
running in Denmark. Based on these observations, I en-
courage roboticists to explore how the use of their robots
remainsflexible to interpretationby end-users. By examin-
ing contexts of use and by speaking to potential users dur-
ing the design process and onwards, the robot engineers
can improve how their robots are accepted in practice by
building robots that supports and eases human work pro-
cesses already in place. This will allow roboticists to con-
sider how to encourage the users’ willingness to interact
with and maintain the robots interactionally and thereby
keep their robots running.
5.2 Reassessing long-term interaction
models
I sympathize with Sung, Grinter, and Christensen’s in-
tention that HRI-research must get past novelty effects
to understand long-term effects of human-robot interac-
tion, however, I find their stage-model of pre-adoption,
adoption, adaptation, and use/retention, called Domes-
tic Robot Ecology (DRE) [53], too limited to account for
the ethnographical findings in the case study of Silbot.
Though other authors have supported the usability of
DRE [19], I do not see any signs of routinization in use
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after only two to six months, as Sung, Grinter and Chris-
tensen do [24]. Their suggestion of a two-month baseline
long-term study would not be sufficient to identify the
adaptation of Silbot as it took more than five years be-
fore any routine usage could be identified, and in the Dan-
ish case-study the robot still appearsmultistable in its use
[54, 55]. De Graaf, Ben Allouch, and van Dijk [15] present
a model of six robot acceptance phases (expectation, en-
counter, adoption, adaption, integration, and identifica-
tion). Though similar to the DRE-model it is more elab-
orate. Yet, both of these models seem too linear to ex-
plain the acceptance of Silbot. The reason might be that
they are developed from long-term studies of domestic
robots (a robot vacuuming cleaner and the Karotz home
companion robot), whereas Silbot is a socially assistive
robot designed for health- and elderly care services in a
public setting where a multitude of users, i.e. health care
personnel and elderly citizens are involved in the com-
plex structural setup. Sung, Grinter, and Christensen ac-
knowledge that “different timeframes may be necessary
for other robots or routines” [24]. I consider the limita-
tions of the present models used to account for long-term
acceptance an obligation for further research of the long-
term acceptance of social robots (also robots used outside
the home). Such studies, where interviews with users are
supplemented with participant observations of everyday
usage, would allow for more elaborate understandings of
long-term human-robotic interactions and more dynamic
and multimodal models of robot implementation than the
linear ones in use inspired by Rogers’ implementation and
diffusion-model [19, 56]. Models that are more “iterative
and evolutionary” [57, 58] and capable of accounting for
the “change andmodification” [59] that is ongoing and ap-
parent in every phase of technology use. Participant ob-
servations allow the observer to examine how users ac-
tually engage and interact with robots in real-life. Ethno-
graphic studies, as the one presented in this paper, can
thus provide the basis for a more “thick” and comprehen-
sive account of long-termHRI. It can equip roboticists with
amethodology to explore the sometimes invisible acts that
people do, but do not mention when asked, to maintain
robots interactionally and to make them social and so-
cially acceptable in real-life situations.
5.3 Design considerations
I agree with de Graaf, Ben Allouch, and van Dijk, that
there is a “need for more ecologically valid research and
the inclusion of the actual potential end-users required
to be able to gain insight into how people perceive, ac-
cept, and interact with robots in real-world contexts as
well as to test their feasibility and/or usability in such con-
texts” [15]. This will not only help the robot designers ex-
plore “natural interactions and human interactions” [15],
it will further the realization that technological designs re-
mainmultistable and flexible to interpretation by different
users in various use contexts [60–62]. Therefore roboticists
should avoid making mere assumptions about end-users
and possible use-cases during the design phase [63], but
instead explore these in their natural settings. This can
be done ethnographically as such studies advance con-
textual understandings of robots as dependent on social
relations and not simply replacements for these [12, 16].
Ethnographic studies can also uncover users’ trust in var-
ious robot designs and the sustainment of human interest
in recurrent robot interaction [4, 16, 64] as well as clarify-
ing ethical dimensions of human-robot interaction by de-
scribing new forms of normativity, as they are formed in
the relations between machines and humans [65].
Roboticistsmust recognize that robots, like other tech-
nologies, are enveloped in social practices [33], and that
their use and meaning are constructed in practice and not
something that can be designed in advance [27, 39, 52].
If the ideal is to design responsible and understandable
robots compatible with the needs of their users [20] then I
suggest, besides from constructing the robots, that roboti-
cists must also pay attention to the use case i.e. the so-
cial practice in which their design will function as a ma-
terial element. Roboticists could study the social practices
in place in order to assess potential users’ ability to receive
and adopt robots, but also to understand how their robots
could enhance, mediate, and support social practices in-
stead of replacing them. In other words, ideally the roboti-
cist should be concernedwith practice design [66, 67]. Pay-
ing attention to the future operators and users will likely
further the intention of keeping humans in the loop [68]
and increase the likelihood of successful long-term accep-
tance [69]. Although it remains a time-consuming task,
ethnography and ethnographic data-gathering methods
will enable designers to learn from their potential users
and explore possible use practices for their robotic designs
– as ethnography can be considered an occasion to study
with their users [16]. I suggest these design questions can
be explored ethnographically (or by including ethnogra-
phers early on in the design process [49]) as this will ad-
vance the successful adaptation of robots in practice and
further a comprehension of design processes as a multi-
modal, open-ended and iterative [16].
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6 Conclusion
In this paper the author has presented the empirical find-
ings of his ethnographic fieldwork conducted over a pe-
riod of two years. He has followed the Danish implementa-
tion and further development of the socially assistive robot
Silbot and the performance of Brain Fitness. He has ap-
proachedquestionsof human-robot interaction, adoption,
and adaption as part of an ethnographic study of the trans-
fer of Silbot to Denmark and Finland.
Such an ethnographic approach to questions of long-
term effects of human-robotic interaction and robot accep-
tance is shown as viable as it is demonstrated how ethnog-
raphy can yield insights about the adoption, adaptation
and routinization of robots in practice, the temporality of
HRI and end users’ acceptance and use of robots. The au-
thor argues that ethnographical studies ofHRI can provide
the basis for more elaborate and dynamic models of long-
term adaptation of robots.
Knowledge generated from ethnography and ethno-
graphic data about robots in natural environments thus
seem valuable, not only as an important contribution to
the conceptual development of HRI-studies, but also as a
way to ground future design of robots and their imagined
uses in real life contexts [1, 70].
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